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Title 

- Economics of Financial Intermediaries – 60 hours  

 

Structure 

The course is divided into four main thematic areas:  

- The financial system, the role and the various types of financial intermediaries;  

- Types and management models of non-bank financial intermediaries;  

- Instruments and services of insurance and asset management companies, securitised 

derivatives;  

- Basics concepts of portfolio and diversification.  

 

Objectives 

At the end of the course, the student will have become familiar with the theoretical and analytical 

instruments needed for:  

- Understanding how the financial system operates as a whole, the concept of financial 

balance, distinguishing between persons who accumulate financial assets and persons who 

go into debt and the fundamental organisation of financial intermediation, distinguishing 

between a direct and an indirect intermediation circuit; 

- Being familiar with the reasons for the existence of financial intermediaries and the different 

types of risks that characterize them;  

- Evaluate the different activities carried out by financial intermediaries and the difference 

between banks and non-bank financial intermediaries;    

- Understanding the financial characteristics and functions of the main types of insurance and 

asset management instruments and services, securitised derivatives and related markets;  

- Evaluate the relationships between the use of financial instruments and services and 

customer needs;  

- Knowing how to identify the relationships between risk and return profiles of financial 

instruments in the context of the portfolio optimization process. 

 

Contents 

- The economy and the financial system; 

- Theories of financial intermediation and the various types of financial intermediaries; 

- Types of risks incurred by financial intermediaries;  

- The Italian Stock Exchange: the organization and functional structure of the different sectors 

of the Italian Stock Market; 

- The asset management and insurance product markets; 

- The non-bank financial intermediaries: 

 Securities firms and Investment Banks; 

 Asset management companies; 
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 Insurance companies;  

 Pension funds;  

- Mutual funds: characteristics and performance valuation; 

- ETPs: types, market evolution, valuation, active vs passive strategies; 

- The securitised derivatives: main types (investment certificate and leverage certificates), 

financial structure, pricing, portfolio strategies; 

- The Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT):  

 Portfolio risk and return;   

 Efficient frontier construction;  

 The selection of the optimal portfolio.  

 

Prerequisites   

- Bacis tools of Mathematics and Financial Mathematics 

 

Teaching methods 

The course includes two teaching methods:   

- Standard lectures; 

- Seminars.  

 

Recommended readings 

- Nadotti L., Porzio L., Previati D., Economia degli Intermediari Finanziari, Ed. Mc Graw 

Hill, Terza edizione, Milano, 2017. Chapters: 1, 2, 3 (paragraphs 3.1, 3.2), 7, 8; 

- Di Mascio A. (edited by), Investire con l’analisi fondamentale. Dall’asset allocation allo 

stock picking. Ed. Egea, Milano, 2013. Chapter 9;  

- Additional documentation will be prepared by the teacher during the course.  

 

Assessment method  

Partial examination: 

- Written test: multiple choice questions and open questions; 

Final examination:   

- Written test: multiple choice questions and open questions 

- Oral (optional, chosen by the student). 

 

Instruction language 
- Italian. 


